Building Advocacy Skills: A Reproductive Health Focus
Spring 2005

Course: CHS 296 sec. 2
Day/Time: Mondays 3:00 - 5:50 pm
Room: CHS 61 – 269
Instructor: Susan Berke Fogel, J.D.
Contact: 818.785.7220
sbfogel@pacbell.net

Office Hours: By appointment only
In person: Mondays before or after class
By telephone: by availability

Readings: All course material is found in a course reader available at Course Reader Materials (310-443-3300), 1137 Westwood Blvd.

Course Description: This is a 4 unit skills building class to develop competency in various advocacy strategies including developing an advocacy plan, coalition building, negotiation, media relations, and message development for various audiences. Students will learn about a range of reproductive health advocacy campaigns - most of which are ongoing; how different advocacy tools are employed, which tools were most effective in their implementation, and which campaigns failed and why. All issues will be discussed through a race and class lens. This is an action class. Students will participate in skills exercises and real life activities.

The class meets 3 hours per week. 1 1/2 hours will be devoted to lecture and discussion. 1 1/2 hour will be devoted to skills exercises, developing a group project which will be a real-time advocacy strategy effort.

Class requirements:
1) Weekly presentation and analysis of a relevant advocacy issue in the news or public sphere (10% of grade)
2) In class participation in skills building exercises (20% of grade)
3) Class assignments such as written fact sheets, press releases, legislative analysis (4 assignments at 10% of grade each)
4) Group project: Identify a current issue in reproductive health; develop an advocacy plan; implement the plan; evaluate results (30% of grade)

Goals:
1) To understand how to develop an advocacy strategy, how to use various advocacy tools, and which avenues and vehicles for advocacy are most effective in a given sphere of policymaking.
2) To develop skills to express complex issues in terms and formats that are persuasive and understandable to the public and to policymakers.
3) To develop confidence speaking publicly about reproductive health issues
Group Projects:

The class will be divided into three groups based on timely reproductive health advocacy issues

Assignment:
Design and implement an advocacy strategy plan on your issue

Activities:

Create a Plan:
1) Strategy Plan based on Midwest Academy Strategy Chart Due 5/2
2) Power Map of allies and opponents Due 5/2

Outreach to Allies
3) Fact sheet to promote your issue Due 5/9
4) Email alert to promote your issue Due 5/9

Educating Elected Officials
5) Letter to appropriate legislative or executive body Due 5/16

Media
6) Press Conference Presentation 5/23; students will be both speakers and members of the press
   a. Press Release
   b. Press Advisory
   c. Individual speakers to the “press”
   d. Respond to questions from “press”

Testimony
7) Legislative Session Presentation 6/6
   a. Provide written testimony on your issue
   b. Present oral testimony on your issue
   c. Be ready to respond to questions and answers posed by “legislators”

Monday April 4

Introductions; Introduction to Advocacy
☞ Class requirements and expectations; Introductions; What is advocacy?
   Defining the scope of Reproductive health for the purposes of advocacy;
   Discussion of various settings, tools, contexts, and audiences for advocacy.
   Students are encouraged to share their own advocacy experiences either as advocates or as objects of advocacy.
☞ Advocacy skills – The “Tool Box” approach to advocacy skills.
Overview, discussion, and illustration of various advocacy skills to be developed and utilized throughout the balance of the course:

a. Media
b. Negotiation
c. Community organizing
d. Building coalitions
e. Communications
f. Educating elected officials

**Monday, April 11**

Creating a context: exploration of reproductive health advocacy movements including the mid-century “Women’s movement”, the Women of Color movement, and issues of race and class; the right to bear a child; issues of Gender and Sexual Orientation; How do these perspective impact an advocacy agenda?

**Readings:** Course Reader pp. 111-258


The Mothers Movement Online, www.mothersmovement.org
Motherhood and the Quest for Reproductive Justice
Let’s Talk About Mothers and Choices
Is Motherhood a Class Privilege in America?

**Monday, April 18**

Using a legal framework for advocacy.

Case Study: Contraceptive Coverage. Focus on government administrative advocacy, litigation, and legislative efforts to achieve equality in insurance coverage for women.

**Readings:** Course Reader pp. 259-328

Monday, April 25

The relationship between medical research, advocacy and public education.

Case Study: Emergency Contraception
Analysis of the campaign to develop, market, and expand access to emergency contraception.

Readings: Course Reader pp. 329-369, 7-26

Barbara Pillsbury, Francine Coeytaux, and Andrea Johnston, From Secret to Shelf: How Collaboration is Bringing Emergency Contraception to Women; Pacific Institute for Women’s Health (1999); pdf available at http://www.piwh.org/RES_reports.html


Steve Smugar, MD, Bernadette J. Spina, BA, and Jon F. Merz, PhD, Informed Consent for Emergency Contraception: Variability in Hospital Care of Rape Victims, American Journal of Public Health, September 2000, Vol. 90, No. 9

Emergency Contraception in the Emergency Room State-by-State, chart can be downloaded at http://www.edfundfpa.org/ec/ec_er.html

Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall and Steve Max, Organizing for Social Change: Midwest Academy Manual for Activists, Seven Locks Press, Santa Ana, California, (Third Ed. 2001), Chapter 3

Monday, May 2
Using Data and research for advocacy - and creating research for advocacy
Data resources for reproductive health; Commissioning research to fill data gaps

Readings: Course Reader pp. 371-470

Catholics for A Free Choice, Catholic Health Care State Reports: California (November 2002); pdf available at http://www.catholicsforchoice.org/lowbandwidth/articles.htm


Monday, May 9

Using the Media; Public Education Campaigns: Adolescents and Reproductive Health and Sexuality
Developing messages for public education, using polling to inform advocacy strategies. Teen pregnancy, minors consent, abstinence only until marriage, parents’ rights.

Readings: Course Reader pp. 471-543, 43-96


Rachel Jones, et al, Adolescents’ Reports of Parental Knowledge of Adolescents’ Use of Sexual Health Services and Their Reactions to Mandated Parental
Notification for Prescription Contraception, JAMA, Vol. 293, No. 3 (January 19, 2005)


Mike Males, America’s Pointless “Teen Sex” Squabble, http://home.earthlink.net/~mmales/yt-sex.htm

Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall and Steve Max, Organizing for Social Change: Midwest Academy Manual for Activists, Seven Locks Press, Santa Ana, California, (Third Ed. 2001), Chapter 14


Additional resource: Family Communication Project, www.familycommunication.org

**Monday, May 16**

Developing messages for advocacy
Working with legislative and administrative bodies
  Religion, politics and reproductive rights
  The role of religious doctrine in public policy, reproductive health policy and access.

**Readings:** Course Reader pp. 27-42, 545-649


George Lakoff, Simple Framing, the Rockridge Institute, www.rockridgeinstitute.org


Catholics for a Free Choice, Religious Freedom and Catholic Health Care: a Guide to Successful Communications (2004), not available on line

Monday, May 23

Abortion Politics and public debate
Is the legal right to abortion at risk? Framing messages to protect abortion access. Analysis of pro-choice and pro-life campaigns, how they frame their messages, the debate over definitions, and public opinion
Groups will hold a press conference on their issues. Class will act as members of the press and ask questions of the presenters.

Readings: Course Reader pp. 651-771

Cynthia Gorney, Gambling with Abortion: Why Both Sides Think They Have Everything to Lose, Harper’s Magazine (November 2004)


www.WomenDeserveBetter.com

Monday, May 30

Building Coalitions for Advocacy: Linking the domestic and the international
Exploration of US domestic policy and how it is implemented in the international arena. Investigate why reproductive health advocacy campaigns on international issues have not been successful. Topics will include the Global Gag Rule, Abstinence only funding for AIDS treatment, and international treaties and agreements including Cairo, Beijing, CEDAW.

Readings: Course Reader pp. 773-841, 17-26


Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall and Steve Max, Organizing for Social Change: Midwest Academy Manual for Activists, Seven Locks Press, Santa Ana, California, (Third Ed. 2001), Chapter 9


Monday, June 6

Presentation of final group projects.

Each group will present testimony on its issue; respond to questions and challenges from “legislators.”

Class will engage in evaluation of effectiveness of presentations.